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About This Game

InCell is an action/racing game with a bit of strategy and science thrown into the mix in a rare and highly unusual microworld of
the carefully recreated human cell. This i 5d3b920ae0
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WARNING DO NOT PLAY WITH A HTC VIVE UNLESS YOU WANT TO FEEL NAUSEA AND HAVE A HEADACHE
FOR 2 DAYS!!!!!!. Works fluid with an Oculus.. The gameplay is too slow and too easy, but i like the enviorment.. One of the
more immersive experiences I have had with the rift. My pc barely meets the oculus rift minimum requirements but this game
runs very smooth with no stutter at all. For the price especially I highly recommend this game.. I played this for 10 minutes
before it said 'Play again?' Am I right assuming the game is only 10 minutes long? Racing along a 3d tube is pretty uninspiring,
unoriginal and very nauseating. I bought this on the back of playing the free demo 'In Mind' which was reasonable, but this is
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pretty bad. The voice over is terribly cheesy and not necessary too. I expected much more for the price.. Amazing visuals and
fun gameplay, even without VR-device =). Was a real trippy experience. Pretty fun stuff! Can sit in chair and just tilt head from
side to side and go for a ride. Very nice game for VR noobies to get a taste of the possibilities. Will be sweet for partys.. Works
fluid with an Oculus.
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